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Abstract

Detecting evidence within the context is a key
step in the process of reasoning task. Evalu-
ating and enhancing the capabilities of LLMs
in evidence detection will strengthen context-
based reasoning performance. This paper pro-
poses a benchmark called DetectBench for
verifying the ability to detect and piece to-
gether implicit evidence within a long context.
DetectBench contains 3,928 multiple-choice
questions, with an average of 994 tokens per
question. Each question contains an average
of 4.55 pieces of implicit evidence, and solv-
ing the problem typically requires 7.62 logical
jumps to find the correct answer. To enhance
the performance of LLMs in evidence detec-
tion, this paper proposes Detective Reasoning
Prompt and Finetune. Experiments demon-
strate that the existing LLMs’ abilities to detect
evidence in long contexts are far inferior to
humans. However, the Detective Reasoning
Prompt effectively enhances the capability of
powerful LLMs in evidence detection, while
the Finetuning method shows significant effects
in enhancing the performance of weaker LLMs.
Moreover, when the abilities of LLMs in evi-
dence detection are improved, their final rea-
soning performance is also enhanced accord-
ingly. The benchmark is available in https:
//github.com/MikeGu721/DetectBench.

1 Introduction

The ability to perform reasoning over natural lan-
guage is an important aspect of intelligence (Chen
and Xiao, 2022). Tasks designed to assess inferen-
tial capabilities commonly consist of a context and
a question, expecting the Large Language Mod-
els (LLMs) to respond correctly (Chu et al., 2023;
Davis, 2023). Human annotators often conceal
the evidence necessary for answering the question
within the context. This raises a question: whether
LLMs possess the capability to detect these pieces
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On a snowy winter night, the room was hot and 
sweaty, the windows were closed but only half the 

curtains were covered. I stood inside, looked out 
through the window and saw ……

I look through the window and saw the streets and 
surroundings is covered in a blanket of snow. 

What AI Model Answered

What May Happen In Reality 

The window was probably fogged up, I cannot 
look through it.

Key Elements in the context

Winter Night Hot Sweaty

Cold Temperature 

Difference

“Looked out through the 
window” might be 

affected by _______

Temperature Difference
& Humidity

Humidity

Generating without truly understand the scenarios

Figure 1: LLMs are hard to aware of the implicit evi-
dence in the context so they may respond arbitrarily.

of evidence and understand how to formulate rea-
soning based upon them?

Identifying evidence often poses a more signif-
icant challenge than reasoning, as it necessitates
a deeper understanding of the question and con-
text (Hu and Lu, 2024; Ding et al., 2024). There
are many existing tasks evaluate the model’s joint
abilities in evidence detection and evidence-based
reasoning in long contexts, such as reading compre-
hension (Yu et al., 2020; Kazi and Khoja, 2021; Lu
et al., 2022b), retrieval reasoning (Yang et al., 2018;
Chen et al., 2023), and fact verification (Thorne
et al., 2018a,b; Aly et al., 2021). As shown in
Tab. 1, the existing benchmarks (Rajpurkar et al.,
2016; Yang et al., 2018; Thorne et al., 2021; Bai
et al., 2023) of these tasks often present evidence
that is too explicit and direct, which is easy to find
through rule-based retrieval methods. However, in
real scenarios, evidence is usually implicit within
the context, and accurately solving a problem of-
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Source Question How to detect
evidence Context

SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016)

To whom did the Virgin Mary
allegedly appear in 1858 in
Lourdes France?

String
Matching

...... It is a replica of the grotto at Lourdes, France where the Virgin Mary
reputedly appeared to Saint Bernadette Soubirous in 1858. At the end of the
main drive (and in a direct line that connects through 3 statues and the Gold
Dome), is a simple, modern stone statue of Mary.

WikiNLDB (Thorne
et al., 2021)

Who studied at University of
Minnesota?

String
Matching

1. Melvin Maas graduated from the University of Minnesota and is buried at
Arlington National Cemetery. He is a native of Minnesota and his language is
English. 2. Clarence Larson graduated from the University of Minnesota and is
a member of the National Academy of Engineering.....

WikiNLDB (Thorne
et al., 2021)

What is the largest yearly
attendance?

Semantic
Matching

1. The Musee en herbe has a visitor per year of 70000. 2. [The total number of
visitors to the Hirschsprung Collection is 71779 per year. ... 24. The Tate
Modern has a visitor account of 5839197 visitors per year. 25. Catoctin
Mountain Park attracts 221750 visitors per year.

HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018) &
LongBench (Bai
et al., 2023)

Which team does the player
2015 Diamond Head Classic’s
MVP play for?

String &
Semantic
Matching

The 2015 Diamond Head Classic was a college basketball tournament ...
Buddy Hield was named the tournament’s MVP...... Chavano Rainier “Buddy”
Hield is a Bahamian professional basketball player for the Sacramento Kings of
the NBA......

StructBench (Ours) Is this young man guilty or not?
Deep
Understanding
To The Context

On a wintry winter night, a tragic event unfolded at 68 King’s West Road. A
single woman was found murdered at the doorstep of her room around 8pm. The
scene was set in a quietly cozy room, warmed by a gas stove that glowed
red-hot, offering a stark contrast to the cold white blanket enveloping the
outside world......

Table 1: Difference in the implicity of the evidence between benchmarks that needs to do evidence detection and
reasoning combinely.

ten requires the integration of multiple pieces of
evidence through joint reasoning. For example, as
shown in Fig. 1, only when we realize that changes
in temperature and humidity will make glass foggy
can we figure out that details about temperature and
humidity are crucial to seeing through the glass.

To evaluate whether models can detect and
piece pieces of evidence together to answer ques-
tions, a benchmark consisting of multiple pieces
of implicit evidence within a long context is
needed. So, in this paper, we propose a multiple-
choice question answering benchmark called De-
tective Benchmark (DetectBench). DetectBench
comes from the idea that “when facing a crim-
inal case, detectives often need to identify the
most crucial evidence from a vast array of seem-
ingly unrelated information to solve the case”.
This benchmark comprises 3,928 questions, each
paired with a paragraph averaging 994 tokens
and averaging 4。55 annotated implicit evidence
to answer a question. To delineate the distinc-
tions among high-capacity LLMs, we further intro-
duce DetectBench-Hard and DetectBench-Distract.
DetectBench-Hard comprises the 300 most lengthy
and complexly annotated samples from Detect-
Bench. And DetectBench-Distract consists of 300
manually meticulously expanded questions, aver-
aging 10,779 tokens each, designed to better suit
the requirements of LLMs for understanding long
context. The characteristics of DetectBench in-
clude: 1. Evidence related to question-answering
cannot be detected through the character or string
within questions and options. 2. It necessitates
the combination of multiple pieces of evidence to
derive more critical results for question answering.

3. Each question has a detailed manual annotation
from evidence to reasoning process and to answer.

In experiments conducted on human participants
and LLMs, we assessed their evidence detection
and question-answering abilities on DetectBench.
Our findings reveal that humans significantly sur-
passed the most advanced LLMs in both tasks. By
analyzing the correlation between accuracy in evi-
dence detection and question answering, we discov-
ered a high degree of positive correlation between
them, confirming the effectiveness of the annota-
tions within DetectBench and underscoring the crit-
ical role of evidence identification in the reasoning
process.

To enhance the model’s capabilities in evidence
detection and evidence-based reasoning, we pro-
posed Detective Reasoning to improve these two ca-
pacities simultaneously. Like how experienced de-
tectives collectively conduct evidence detection and
reasoning, Detective Reasoning enhances LLMs
by directing them to thoroughly consider all pos-
sible evidence, engage in reasoning, and summa-
rize the entire reasoning process to refine the ev-
idence. Finally, reasoning from the evidence is
used to ascertain the answer to the question. Con-
structing prompts with Detective Reasoning fur-
ther enhances the evidence detection and reason-
ing capabilities of state-of-the-art (SoTA) LLMs.
Similarly, developing a Fine-Tuning (FT) dataset
inspired by the principles of Detective Reasoning
also advances the abilities of open-source LLMs in
this regard.



2 Related Works

2.1 Information Retrieval

Evidence detection is one of the two main charac-
teristics of DetectBench, which is a sub-domain
of Information Retrieval. Information Retrieval
aims to address pertinent tasks by extracting cru-
cial data from many references, where the most
significant challenge lies in identifying implicit
key information (Zhu et al., 2023; Yang et al.,
2022). Traditional benchmarks in Information
Retrieval have historically segmented the task
of Information Extraction to evaluate models in-
dependently (Martinez-Rodriguez et al., 2020;
Cheng et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2022a). Recent en-
deavors, however, have led to the development
of benchmarks designed for the holistic assess-
ment of task resolution capabilities. Among
these, HotPotQA (Yang et al., 2018) necessi-
tates the discovery of question-relevant informa-
tion across paragraphs to aid in response formu-
lation, FEVER (Thorne et al., 2018a,b; Aly et al.,
2021) necessitates the identification of evidentiary
support to validate or negate a claim, and RE-
CLOR (Yu et al., 2020), UQuAD (Kazi and Khoja,
2021), BIOMRC (Lu et al., 2022b) emphasizes the
extraction of text segments pivotal for answering
queries. Nonetheless, the linkage between key in-
formation and queries within these benchmarks is
overtly conspicuous, allowing for the location of
pertinent data through string-matching techniques
and facilitating correct answer derivation via one
or two inferential leaps.

However, the unique feature of the DetectBench
is its reliance on evidence that is widely dispersed
and implicit to answer questions.

2.2 Commonsense Reasoning

The exploration of Commonsense Reasoning en-
compasses a variety of research efforts, tradition-
ally classified into single-hop reasoning, multi-hop
reasoning, and reasoning that is uncommon yet
plausible. Datasets facilitating single-hop reason-
ing, such as HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019) and
WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al., 2021), present chal-
lenges in reasoning through narrative continuation,
where the difficulty often resides in the formulation
of options and potentially in the design of adver-
sarial options aimed at undermining specific mod-
els. Multi-hop reasoning benchmarks like Strate-
gyQA (Geva et al., 2021) annotate the reasoning
path, concentrating on the capacity of models to

Dataset
Answer

Correctly Evidence Detection

Accuracy Accuracy RougeL
DetectBench-Dev 74.1 63.8 64.7
DetectBench-Test-Hard 71.8 62.4 65.1

Table 2: Human performance in StructBench.

Name #Sample Avg
#Token

Avg #Ev-
idence

Avg
#Jumps

train 365 177 4.27 7.10
dev 1,770 178 4.34 7.13
test-normal 1,193 179 4.24 7.03
test-hard 300 261 7.79 13.83
test-distract 300 10,779 4.16 7.27
All 3,928 994 4.55 7.62

Table 3: Statistic information of DetectBench.

execute multi-hop reasoning in response to ques-
tions. Reasoning that is uncommon yet feasible, as
demonstrated in datasets likeα-NLG (Bhagavat-
ula et al., 2019), d-NLI (Rudinger et al., 2020), and
UnCommonsense Reasoning (Zhao et al., 2023;
Arnaout et al., 2022), typically originates from pre-
existing datasets by selecting the least likely option
as the correct response and elucidating the rationale
behind this selection.

The DetectBench is categorized as uncommon
but plausible multi-step reasoning, which features
finding where to start such reasoning tasks. The
process of reasoning usually starts with small de-
tails that might seem unimportant. However, when
looked at more closely, these details help show a
clear path that leads to a clear answer.

3 Detective Benchmark

3.1 Construction

The questions in DetectBench are sourced from
open-access Detective Puzzle problems, which un-
dergo a series of selection, rewriting, and annota-
tion to construct into the benchmark. DetectBench
aims to evaluate the model’s abilities in evidence
detection and multi-step commonsense reasoning.
Therefore, the benchmark should provide the fol-
lowing elements: (1). Question should not contain
any ethical problem. (2). Question descriptions
should contain lengthy, complex, seemingly unre-
lated, and even misleading information. (3). The
solution to the question should involve multi-step
reasoning based on the evidence that can be directly
found in the question context. (4). The model’s re-
sponse to the question needs to be capable of being



On a night of thunderstorms, the famous author Irena Wilson is found dead in her luxurious home on the outskirts of the city. The cause of death was a fatal blow 

to the head. The crime scene was marked by a still-glowing emergency light on the desk, while the opposite lamp was switched off, and unfinished manuscripts 

and some personal letters were scattered on the desk. During the investigation, police discovered that the night before the murder, the entire area experienced a 

power outage for about an hour. James Carter, the property administrator, mentioned during questioning that shortly after the power was restored, he saw a man 

about 30 years old hurrying down from Irena's floor, and that upon police investigation, a Tom Reed did go out of the residence after the power was restored, 

but the administrator said that he was not able to determine whether or not Tom had entered Irena's room. In addition, the superintendent observed several 

people wandering around during the blackout. This included a woman with heavy luggage, two youths wearing baseball caps, and an elderly man with a folding 

umbrella. He also mentioned that a few days before the blackout, Elena had argued with an electrician who was blamed for some installation errors.The police 

further investigated the backgrounds and motives of these characters. While talking to Irena's neighbour, retired professor Harold Morris, Harold mentioned that 

he had heard footsteps coming up the stairs and a dull thud on the night of the blackout. When questioning Irena's friends and peers, it is mentioned that she 

has recently exposed a number of socialite scandals in a new book, which may have caused animosity.

Who most likely murdered Irena Wilson.

1. the murderer was the property administrator, James Carter.

2. the murderer was the 30-year-old man, Tom Reed.

3. the murderer is the woman carrying heavy.

4. the murderer was an electrician.

1. the murderer was the property administrator, James Carter.

Context

Question

Options

Answer

Reasoning Process

Evidence：
• "he saw a man about 30 years old hurrying down from Irena's floor"

• "the administrator said that he was not able to determine whether or not Tom had entered Irena's room."

Logical Jumps: 
1. “he saw a man about 30 years old hurrying down from Irena‘s floor” → The only way an administrator could have seen this man leave from Irena's floor to see 

this man leave the building.

2. “the administrator said that he was not able to determine whether or not Tom had entered Irena‘s room.” → The administrator was not on Irena's floor.

3. The only way an administrator could have seen this man leave from Irena's floor to see this man leave the building. + The administrator was not on Irena's 

floor. → The administrator is lying, he is most likely a criminal.

Figure 2: The example of the question in DetectBench.

assessed objectively.

Question Selection: To ensure the benchmark
focuses on “evidence detection” and “multi-step
commonsense reasoning”, we thoroughly verify
all questions. Given that detective puzzles often
contain questions with multiple potential answers
and varying reasoning processes, we opt for ques-
tions whose answers and reasoning processes are
the most rational and unique. Simultaneously, we
excluded questions that overly rely on symbolic
logic or specialized knowledge because such ques-
tions cannot be solved simply by retrieving related
information or evidence but also domain knowl-
edge and special training techniques. Specifically,
we excluded five types of questions: 1. Questions
that are not ethical or have sensitive content. 2.
Questions requiring visual or auditory information
to answer. 3. Questions that are anti-logical, have
unreasonable answers, or are overly diverse. 4.
Questions requiring extensive symbolic logic or
domain knowledge. 5. Questions with too obvious
evidence.

Question Rewriting: The original puzzle may
mix the problem description with the question,
sometimes even directly provide the answer, or
lack relevant information for reasoning. There-
fore, we first rewrite the puzzle into “Context” and

“Question” to distinguish between the background
description and the query of the question. Then,
the original free-text puzzles are converted into
a multiple-choice format. The converted format
includes “Options” and “Answer” fields to repre-
sent the choices and the correct answer. We also
constructed the “Reasoning Process” to represent
the reasoning process explicitly. We annotated evi-
dence within the context as “Evidence”. Based on
the evidence, we delineated the “Logical Jumps”,
which encompasses the multi-hop reasoning pro-
cess from a single or multiple pieces of evidence
to the answer.

Manual Verification: All questions processed
by the GPT-4-turbo-1106-preview model undergo
manual verification. Five annotators are recruited
to work with the authors on verification. This in-
cludes eliminating questions with unreasonable an-
swers or options that require significant modifica-
tion. Additionally, detailed adjustments are per-
formed to the options and answers to make them
more reasonable. The Appendix B provides de-
tailed requirements and examples for annotation.

Test-Hard & Test-Distract: We introduce two
more challenging datasets, DetectBench-Test-Hard
and DetectBench-Test-Distract (hereafter referred
to as Test-Hard and Test-Distract), with each con-



What’s the key elements in 
the context ?

What’s the clue between 
these elements ?

With all the information 
above, answer will be ……

How does these elements 
effect the question?

On a snowy winter night, the room was hot and sweaty, the windows were closed but only half 
the curtains were covered. I stood inside, looked out through the window, what could I saw ?

Winter Night denote 
it’s Cold Outside.

Hot, Sweaty and 
Closed Windows 

denote it’s  
Humidity Inside

Winter

Hot

Closed Windows

Covered Curtains

Night

Sweaty The window was 
probably fogged up, I 
cannot look through it.

Evidence 
Detection

Evidence 
Association

Answer 
Inspiration

Weighted 
Reasoning

Temperature 
Difference

Windows

Humidity

Effected!

Figure 3: The figure represents the conceptual framework of “Detective Reasoning”.

tains 300 samples, to better distinguish the perfor-
mance of powerful LLMs by longer contexts, more
evidence, and deeper logic jumps. For Test-Hard,
we selected 100 samples each with the longest
tokens, the most evidence, and the deepest logi-
cal jumps. For the Test-Distract dataset, we ran-
domly selected 300 questions, each augmented
with unique descriptions including character names,
attire, and environmental settings. We further en-
riched these samples by appending numerous unre-
lated Wikipedia articles. The unique descriptions
serve as protective identifiers, ensuring that the
enriched content does not obscure the questions’
intrinsic semantics.

3.2 Statistic

The statistic information is shown in Tab. 3. The
split of train, dev, and all test sets aligns with
the current trend of using only a small amount
of data for finetuning or in-context learning and a
large amount of data for evaluation (Zhou et al.,
2023). Each question in DetectBench is organized
in JSON format, comprising five main elements:
“Context”, “Question”, “Options”, “Answer” and
“Evidence Graph” as shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 Human Performance

To propose a human baseline, we invited 50 partic-
ipants to answer questions from the DetectBench
dev set. The examination took three hours, and par-
ticipants were allowed to leave early if they com-
pleted the task. The participants were comprised of
undergraduate and graduate students from universi-
ties across China, each remunerated at rates exceed-
ing the local minimum hourly wage and bonuses

for each correctly answered question.
To facilitate human participation, we translated

the benchmark into Chinese and used an online
question-and-answer platform to collect answers
and measure time spent. Expressions in Chinese
or English will not have any additional impact be-
cause DetectBench mainly involves commonsense
reasoning and contains no language-specific con-
tent. Each participant answered 15 questions from
a subset of 250 questions from the DetectBench
dev set, which ensured that each question was an-
swered by three different participants. Participants
are asked to choose the option they think is correct
and underline the sentence that is useful to answer
the question. The result of the human baseline is
shown in Tab. 2.

4 Detective Reasoning

4.1 Detective Reasoning Prompt
The Detective Reasoning Prompt is intended to
help the model identify crucial information and ex-
tract precise answers through progressively deeper
logical reasoning, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. Spe-
cially, Detective Reasoning Prompt consists of four
stages: (1) Evidence Detection, which aims to
prompt the model to uncover all evidence, whether
useful or not, within the given context. (2) Evi-
dence Association requires the model to compre-
hend the inherent connections between pieces of
evidence in the context and generate new related
thoughts based on detected evidence. (3) Answer
Inspiration involves identifying the evidence nec-
essary for solving the given question and initiating
reasoning around these pieces of evidence to trig-
ger possible answers. (4) Weighted Reasoning



Figure 4: The Pearson Correlation between the evidence
detection (RougeL) and reasoning performance (Accu-
racy) across all models and prompt methods.

reinforces the model’s reliance on its generated rea-
soning process in determining the final answer com-
pared to the overall context. For detailed prompts
for each stage, please refer to Appendix E.2.

4.2 Detective Reasoning Finetune

Building upon the aforementioned Detective Rea-
soning Prompt, we propose a finetuning strategy
to further improve the model’s evidence detection
abilities. For benchmarks that have reasoning pro-
cesses explicitly annotated, such as our Detect-
Bench, one can concatenate the reasoning outputs
for each stage in the Detective Reasoning Prompt
as the finetuning data. For benchmarks that have
only standard answers, the Detective Reasoning
Finetune strategy uses the other powerful LLMs
to complete the reasoning process based on the
questions and answers and then organize this rea-
soning content into the format as shown in Tab. 22
in Appendix as finetuning data.

5 Experiments

5.1 Overall Setup

LLM Baselines: To test the best performance
of the LLMs and ensure replicability, we have
used a number of eminent models from both
the API-based and the open-source domains.
These include GPT4-turbo (GPT4) (OpenAI,
2023b), GPT3.5-turbo (GPT35) (OpenAI, 2023a),
Llama2-7b-Base (llama2-base), Llama2-7b-Chat
(llama2-chat) (Touvron et al., 2023), GLM4
(GLM4) (Zheng et al., 2023), ChatGLM3-6b-
Base (chatglm3-base), and ChatGLM3-6B-Chat
(chatglm3-chat) (Xu et al., 2023). The experimen-
tation was conducted using the official APIs for

GPT4-turbo, GPT-3.5-turbo, and GLM-4 between
January 10 and January 29, 2024.

Detective Reasoning: Our focus is on evalu-
ating the effectiveness of the Detective Reason-
ing Prompt (DR Prompt), fine-tuning using De-
tectBench data (DR FT w/ Detective), and self-
generated fine-tuning data based on DetectBench
context, question, and answer (DR FT w/ Gener-
ated). A subset of 398 samples from the train-
ing dataset was used for fine-tuning over three
epochs with the AdamW optimizer, as detailed
in Appendix A. Appendix E.2 provides detailed
descriptions of the prompts used in each method.

Prompt Baselines: Naive, which simply in-
puts “Context”, “Question”, and “Options” into
LLMs for answers. Self-CoT (Kojima et al.,
2022), applying a step-by-step reasoning prompt.
Auto-CoT (Zhang et al., 2022), which automates
Chain of Thought (CoT) demonstrations, evaluated
in a three-shot setting due to its non-zero-shot de-
sign. Self-Consistency (Wang et al., 2022), sum-
marizing multiple outputs from the same model
to derive a final answer. Complexity-CoT (Fu
et al., 2022), selecting the longest reasoning
steps among all outputs. Plan-and-Solve CoT
(PS-CoT) (Wang et al., 2023), focusing on prob-
lem deconstruction before solution. Detective
Reasoning Prompt is our method. Naive /w
Evidence and Naive /w Answer, enhancing in-
puts with “Evidence” and the “Answer” respec-
tively.

Some methods are not included in the experi-
ments: Methods that involve a self-checking pro-
cess, such as Tree of Thought (Yao et al., 2023)
and Graph of Thought (Besta et al., 2023), were
excluded because common sense reasoning is chal-
lenging to self-check during intermediate processes.
Methods such as Reflexion (Shinn et al., 2023),
which increase the probability of a correct answer
by injecting model error, were ruled out due to the
prior information that would be incurred in choos-
ing options in an option-based QA setting.

Demonstration: Demonstration is about giving
some examples in the context to improve LLM’s
understanding of output format and knowledge ac-
quisition. Naive Prompt appends answers after
training data examples, while Auto-CoT guides the
LLM in generating reasoning processes aligned
with the “Context”, “Question”, and “Answer”.

Metrics: We evaluate the reasoning ability of
LLMs based on the Accuracy (Acc.) in answering
the multiple-choice question on DetectBench and



GPT4 GPT35 GLM4 ChatGLM3-chat ChatGLM3-base Llama2-chat Llama2-base
RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc. RougeL-F. Acc.

Naive Questioning
Naive 44.4 56.5 15.3 33.0 31.1 40.2 15.3 41.3 9.71 39.6 10.8 47.5 10.7 39.6
Naive (3-shot) 40.6 54.4 15.3 34.9 30.3 39.4 10.8 41.8 13.1 42.3 11.5 47.1 9.9 41.4
Process Enhanced Method

Self-CoT 31.4 60.7 17.73 32.3 31.0 45.1 17.0 40.4 21.8 35.4 20.6 50.6 16.6 38.7
Auto-CoT (3-shot) 37.5 56.7 19.91 33.9 35.5 43.2 18.1 41.3 22.9 37.5 20.4 47.5 19.9 40.9
Output Ensemble Method

Self-Consistency 31.7 54.8 18.9 33.0 25.9 49.4 14.4 40.3 25.1 37.6 19.3 41.1 25.2 39.7
Complexity-CoT 28.6 61.9 20.0 34.1 28.1 44.8 17.0 40.6 23.7 34.3 21.8 50.4 29.5 40.1
Multi-step Chain-of-Thought

PS-CoT 21.3 52.8 17.9 34.1 21.8 46.1 16.4 42.5 18.1 39.1 16.0 51.1 23.2 38.5
DR Prompt (ours) 45.5 61.5 20.9 36.4 20.1 45.1 18.9 42.2 22.3 43.8 25.2 52.4 20.7 40.5
w/ Extra Information

Naive w/ Evidence 65.4 64.8 42.9 34.9 48.3 58.1 22.7 47.9 47.1 44.5 48.7 47.6 61.3 48.9
Naive w/ Evidence (3-shot) 63.6 40.1 39.5 45.6 43.7 45.5 35.8 50.2 31.6 49.7 32.5 48.3 67.4 49.6
Naive w/ Answer 47.3 99.0 20.3 94.5 36.5 98.0 23.0 57.0 18.0 69.4 17.9 47.9 13.7 56.9
Naive w/ Answer (3-shot) 55.3 77.6 18.3 82.5 35.1 97.0 20.8 49.6 16.3 71.3 14.9 35.5 14.9 61.1

Table 4: The performance of baseline models under renowned prompt methods is presented. Results in bold indicate
the best results achieved without extra information.

Figure 5: The performance of GPT4-Turbo is correlated with the context length, option length, the number of
evidence, and the number of reasoning steps involved.

Evidence Detection Correct Answering
DetectBench HotPotQA DetectBench ReClor

ChatGLM3-Base
Naive 9.7 26.8 39.6 30.1
DR Prompt 22.3 25.4 43.8 31.9
DR FT w/ Detective 37.6 34.2 50.8 36.7
DR FT w/ Generated 35.4 30.9 43.6 32.9
ChatGLM3-Chat
Naive 15.3 31.8 41.3 33.0
DR Prompt 18.9 37.6 42.2 38.9
DR FT w/ Detective 27.1 42.3 56.3 41.7
DR FT w/ Generated 24.6 38.5 43.5 39.1
Llama2-base
Naive 10.8 30.6 47.5 36.7
DR Prompt 20.7 32.1 40.5 37.5
DR FT w/ Detective 38.6 37.2 56.7 39.6
DR FT w/ Generated 32.4 32.8 44.6 33.5
Llama2-Chat
Naive 10.8 36.3 47.5 38.8
DR Prompt 25.2 39.7 52.4 42.6
DR FT w/ Detective 40.9 41.7 58.3 45.5
DR FT w/ Generated 34.6 38.6 50.5 37.1

Table 5: A detailed comparison of baseline models’
performances utilizing Detective Reasoning Prompt and
Fine-tuning.

Reclor. HotpotQA proposes to use F1 and Exact
Match scores to evaluate models on extracting an-
swers directly from the given context. However,
considering that the current mainstream conversa-
tional LLMs struggle to generate content identi-
cal to the original text directly, we propose to use
RougeL-F. for evaluation on evidence detection.

Evidence Detection Correct Answering
Test-Hard Test-Distract Test-Hard Test-Distract

RAG-Based Framework
BM25 + GPT4 16.4 8.8 27.1 37.0
GPT4-Retriever + GPT4 35.4 19.4 32.2 37.8
GPT4
Naive 31.4 11.6 29.6 36.3
DR Prompt 37.9 27.6 34.1 39.7
Llama2-Chat
Naive 6.5 3.1 28.3 26.4
DR Prompt 11.7 15.9 28.7 30.6
DR FT w/ Detective 17.6 21.8 35.3 38.5
DR FT w/ Generated 15.4 28.6 31.7 37.1

Table 6: Performance on Test-Hard and Test-Distract.

5.2 Performance with Different Prompt

Tab. 4 displays the performance of all baseline mod-
els across different prompts. And the conclusions
are as follows:

Current LLMs struggle with Evidence Detec-
tion: We notice a general insufficiency in Evidence
Detection, with GPT4-Turbo’s average RougeL-F
score only being 44.4. Open-source models like
ChatGLM3 and Llama2 have even lower scores, at
9.71 and 10.7, respectively.

There is a correlation between Evidence
Detection and model reasoning performance:
When Evidence is directly fed into LLMs, there is
a significant performance improvement. Directly
informing GPT4 of the Evidence beneficial to a
question enhanced its Evidence Detection by 21%,
with a 9.3% increase in reasoning outcomes. More-
over, giving the Answer directly to the LLM en-



Base
Model Baseline Choice Detected Evidence

GPT4 Naive 4 × ×1. "Irena had argued with an electrician who was blamed for some installation errors." ×2. "footsteps coming up the stairs and a dull thud on the
night of the blackout." ×3. "a few days before the blackout, Elena had argued with an electrician."

GPT4 DR Prompt 2 ×

×1. "During the investigation, police discovered that the night before the murder, the entire area experienced a power outage for about an hour." ×2.
"James Carter, the property administrator, mentioned during questioning that shortly after the power was restored, he saw a man about 30 years old
hurrying down from Irena’s floor." ×3. "Harold mentioned that he had heard footsteps coming up the stairs and a dull thud on the night of the
blackout." ×4. "When questioning Irena’s friends and peers, it is mentioned that she has recently exposed a number of socialite scandals in a new
book, which may have caused animosity."

Llama2-
Chat Naive NaN × ×1.The description given does not mention who murdered Irena Wilson.

Llama2-
Chat DR Prompt 2 ×

×1. A man, Tom Reed, was seen hurrying down from Irena’s floor after the power was restored. ×2. The property administrator, James Carter, saw
someone but couldn’t confirm if it was Tom Reed entering Irena’s room. ×3. Several people were wandering around during the blackout, including a
woman with heavy luggage, two youths, an elderly man, and Elena arguing with an electrician. ×4. Harold Morris heard footsteps and a dull thud on
the night of the blackout. ×5. Irena recently exposed socialite scandals, potentially making enemies.

Llama2-
Chat

DR FT w/
Detective 1 ✓

×1. James Carter, the property administrator, mentioned during questioning that shortly after the power was restored ✓2. he saw a man about 30
years old hurrying down from Irena’s floor ×3.and that upon police investigation, a Tom Reed did go out of the residence after the power was restored,
✓4. but the administrator said that he was not able to determine whether or not Tom had entered Irena’s room.

Llama2-
Chat

DR FT w/
Generative 2 ×

×1. "During the investigation, police discovered that the night before the murder, the entire area experienced a power outage for about an hour." ×2.
"While talking to Irena’s neighbour, retired professor Harold Morris, Harold mentioned that he had heard footsteps coming up the stairs and a dull thud
on the night of the blackout." ×3. "When questioning Irena’s friends and peers, it is mentioned that she has recently exposed a number of socialite
scandals in a new book, which may have caused animosity."

Table 7: The selected response from different llms with different methods to the question in Fig 2.

ables it to find Evidence consistent with human
annotations more accurately. Further, we analyzed
the correlation between evidence detection and the
final reasoning outcomes in Fig. 4, finding a no-
table positive correlation.

Additionally, we discovered that telling GPT4
the answer directly could achieve an answer accu-
racy rate of up to 99%, whereas informing GPT4
directly about what the Evidence is only boosts
its evidence accuracy to 65.4%, with other LLMs
performing even worse. This may be due to the
difficulty LLMs face in producing relevant long
texts directly upon request.

Demonstration are unstable: As models be-
come increasingly adept at interpreting complex
instructions, the historical utility of demonstrations
in enhancing model answer parsing has diminished.
Across different prompting methods and model
types, a 3-shot demonstration led to unstable per-
formance (Gu et al., 2023).

Detective Reasoning Prompt is superior to
other baselines: The Detective Reasoning Prompt
significantly enhanced LLMs’ evidence detection
and reasoning capabilities. Compared to other
prompting engineering strategies, this method im-
proved accuracy and demonstrated a broader ef-
ficacy, thereby reinforcing its value in enhancing
model understanding and reasoning abilities.

5.3 Performance of Finetuning
The impact of Detective Reasoning Finetuning (DR
FT) on various models and datasets is presented in
Tab. 5, focusing on the following aspects:

Joint Improvements in Evidence Detection
and Reasoning Performance: The DR FT, em-
ploying a Detective-style finetuning approach, en-
hances performance across all models. For in-
stance, RougeL-F scores for the Llama2-base

model improved to 38.6 on DetectBench and 37.2
on HotPotQA. Moreover, the Llama2-Chat model
demonstrated a rise in reasoning accuracy to 58.3%
on DetectBench and 45.5% on ReClor after im-
provements in evidence detection, signifying en-
hanced precision in reasoning following more ac-
curate evidence acquisition.

Superiority of DetectBench in Finetuning: De-
tective Reasoning Finetuning using DetectBench
data significantly augments both evidence detec-
tion and reasoning capabilities in large language
models (LLMs), with a notable 15.2% increase in
evidence detection accuracy and a 10.5% improve-
ment in overall performance. This underscores the
efficacy of DetectBench in refining the information
processing and reasoning abilities of models.

5.4 In-depth Performance Analysis
Factors Influencing Reasoning Performance:
Analysis of GPT4-Turbo’s performance (refer to
Fig. 5) reveals the negative impact of increased
context and option lengths on accuracy, which de-
clines from about 65% to 35% as context length
expands from 400 to 800 words. Annotations in-
dicate a strong correlation between the volume of
evidence, depth of reasoning, and performance met-
rics. Specifically, an increase in the number of evi-
dence instances and depth of reasoning correlates
with a notable decrease in model accuracy, affirm-
ing the complexity-performance relationship.

Evidence Detection Prior to Reasoning: Ta-
ble 7 showcases the differential ability of various
LLMs to respond to queries. Under the Naive
Prompt, GPT-4 can identify evidence but fails in
correct question answering. Conversely, with the
DR Prompt, all LLMs show deeper thinking, but
still cannot find right evidence and answer. While
with DR FR w/ Detective method, Llama2-Chat,



which is a 7B LLM, gets right answer and evidence.
Impact of Increased Evidence and Complex-

ity: On the Test-Hard dataset, as shown in Tab 6,
models generally underperform compared to stan-
dard datasets. For instance, the GPT4-Retriever +
GPT4 combination leads in evidence detection at
35.4% accuracy, yet falls short of its developmental
benchmarks. The Test-Hard dataset, characterized
by a higher average of evidences (7.79) and jumps
(13.83), significantly complicates the information
synthesis for models, as evidenced by lower per-
formance metrics, including a 17.6% accuracy in
evidence detection and a 35.3% correct answering
rate under the DR FT w/ Detective setting.

Challenges Posed by Long Contexts: In the
Test-Distract dataset, as shown in Tab 6, long texts
pose considerable challenges, exemplified by a
plummet in BM25 + GPT4’s evidence detection ac-
curacy to 8.8%, a stark contrast to its performance
on the Test-Hard dataset. The average token count
in this dataset is 10,779, overwhelming model ca-
pacities and lowering accuracy. However, models
like Llama2-Chat, enhanced through DR FT w/
Generated method, show a better evidence detec-
tion accuracy of 28.6% on this dataset, indicating
that specialized finetuning can partly mitigate the
effects of long texts, though not completely.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces the DetectBench to assess
LLMs’ abilities in evidence and multi-step com-
monsense reasoning within a long context. We
also propose a novel type of prompt and fine-
tuning method named Detective Reasoning to aug-
ment LLM’s performance in evidence detection
and thereby augment performance in commonsense
reasoning. The experiment results show that the
abilities of evidence detection and reasoning perfor-
mance are correlated. Detective Reasoning effec-
tively enhances the capability of LLMs in evidence
detection, thereby improving the LLMs’ common-
sense reasoning results in long text contexts.

7 Limitations

DetectBench is designed to facilitate LLMs’ abil-
ities in Evidence Detection and Multi-hop Com-
monsense Reasoning within long contexts. How-
ever, compared to the information in real-world
scenarios, the complexity and breadth of data in
DetectBench are noticeably insufficient. Imple-
menting Detective Reasoning has been proven to

effectively enhance the Evidence Detection capa-
bility of LLMs, thereby improving reasoning per-
formance. However, this strategy is primarily suit-
able for tasks that require extracting and reasoning
about relevant Evidence from long contexts. If
applied in short-text scenarios, where it is neces-
sary to combine implicit knowledge gained from
common sense or experiential understanding, its
effectiveness would be significantly reduced.

8 Ethical Concerns

Considering that Detective Puzzles may contain
many sensitive topics, including but not limited to
murder, theft, deception, etc. Existing LLMs might
refuse to answer sensitive questions for safety rea-
sons, putting those LLMs that prioritize higher
safety standards at a disadvantage when assessed
using Detective Puzzles. Additionally, fine-tuning
LLMs on such data could inadvertently amplify
security vulnerabilities.

To mitigate ethical dilemmas associated with
detective reasoning benchmarks, we have invested
significant effort and resources to achieve a dual ob-
jective: ensuring that models committed to safety
do not refuse to answer sensitive questions; and
ensuring that the use of DetectBench does not com-
promise the safety of the models.
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A Training Details

For the models llama2-7b-base, llama2-7b-chat,
ChatGPT3-6b-base, and ChatGPT3-6b-chat, we
executed two distinct training methodologies:

1. Directly utilizing the training data from the
Detective Reasoning Benchmark to compose
the Detective Reasoning Finetune data.

2. Employing the “Context”, “Question”, and
“Answer” in Detective Reasoning Benchmark
to automatically generate Detective Reason-
ing Finetune data.

The specific training parameters are detailed in
Tab. 8.

B Detail about Manual Annotation

B.1 Details about Annotators
The annotators for this research are the authors of
this paper themselves, who are experts in the field
of Computer Science and Cognitive Psychology.
The entire annotation process was under the strin-
gent supervision and scrutiny of the first author of
this paper.

B.2 Annotation Tasks and Goals
The purpose of the manual annotation tasks was
twofold. The first goal was to obtain comprehen-
sive annotated datasets that encapsulate the essen-
tial features of the target text, which could be fur-
ther leveraged for tasks such as training, testing,
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Training Detail
# of Samples # of Tokens # of epochs warm_up steps learning rate

396 162,868 3 200 1e-5

Table 8: All the parameter setting in the training process.

Benchmark # of Questions # of Context Explanation to Answer Ansering Format Metrics
HotpotQA (Yang et al., 2018) 90,564 873 Free Text Rouge
HellaSwag (Zellers et al., 2019) 59,950 38 Choice QA Accuracy
Reclor (Yu et al., 2020) 6,138 66 Choice QA Accuracy
WinoGrande (Sakaguchi et al., 2021) 12,282 21 ✓ Choice QA Accuracy
WikiNLDB-25 (Thorne et al., 2021) 5,252 221 Free Text EM & Rouge
WikiNLDB-1000 300 3,876 Free Text EM & Rouge
TopiocQA (Adlakha et al., 2022) 50,466 145 Free Text EM & F1
LongBench (Bai et al., 2023) 4,750 6,711 Free Text F1 & Rouge & ED

DetectBench 3,928 994 ✓
Choice QA & Free Accuracy

Text Reasoning & Rouge

DetectBench-Test-Distract 300 10,779 ✓
Choice QA & Free Accuracy

Text Reasoning & Rouge

Table 9: The comparison between the DetectBench with other and Information Retrieval Benchmarks and Common
Sense Reasoning Benchmarks.

and model evaluation. The second goal was to
provide a detailed, rigorous, and systematic assess-
ment of the annotated data quality to assess its fit
and reliability for the subsequent analysis. All the
detailed annotation tasks and targets are listed in
Tab. 10.

B.3 Case of Annotation
In our efforts to delineate the complex annotation
process and ensure the replicable rigor of experi-
ments, this section provides an in-depth display
of the manual annotation cases. The aim is to
elucidate the categorical distinctions and precise
definitions adopted in the annotations, thereby fa-
cilitating fellow researchers in ascertaining the ve-
racity of the annotated data. Representative cases
from the annotation process have been cataloged
in Tab. 11 for comprehensive reference and under-
standing.

C Types of Questions in StructBench

Tab. 12 reveals a distinct preference for process-
oriented questions for “How” to form the largest
category. Comparatively, descriptive and person-
focused questions, such as “What”, “Which”, and
“Who”, are also notably present.

D Performance on Different Question
Types

As shown in Fig. 6, the performance differences
across various question types indicate that the
existing LLMs excel in answering “why” and
“where” questions, with the fine-tuned Llama-2

Figure 6: The performance of various models varies
across different Question Types.

model achieving an impressive accuracy rate of
90%. In contrast, the accuracy rates for “who”,
“which”, and other types of questions hover around
50%. This discrepancy suggests that while the
model effectively handles questions requiring an
understanding of processes and environments, it
struggles with questions that require complex entity
recognition and relationship discernment, pointing
toward directions for future model improvements.

E Experiments Details

E.1 Parameters in Inference

Our experiments involved two types of hyperparam-
eters. The first type pertains to the seeds of random
numbers used in various Python libraries, while
the second type refers to the hyperparameters used
when invoking the AutoCausalLM class from the



Task Requirements

Question Verification

1.1 Delete if answering the question requires non-text information, like
audio or image.
1.2 Delete if there is a substantial amount of mathematical content or
involve of too much domain knowledge.
1.3 Delete if there is no ample presence of daily scenarios.
1.4 Delete if the answer is not correct.
1.5 Delete if there is any discrimination or bias concerning gender, race,
nation, or religion.

Question Rewrite
2.1 Standardize the Expression.
2.2 Rewrite a decent answer to the question.
2.3 Separate “Question”and “Context”.
2.4 Write decent and confusing “Options” of the question.

Clue Graph Construction
3.1 Regenerate or rewrite if the “Key Information of Context” cannot
exact match to the text in “Context”.
3.2 Regenerate or rewrite if the connection or reasoning is redundant.
3.3 Delete the question or rewrite it there lack of important reasoning
processes or connections in Clue Graph.

Table 10: All tasks that require manual annotation, along with the specific requirements for each task.

transformers library for generation. We configured
our settings as demonstrated in Table 13.

E.2 Prompt Details
This section primarily showcases the prompts em-
ployed by all Prompt Engineers throughout the
experiment.

Table 14 displays the Naive prompts, Table 15
presents the Naive w/ Key Info prompts, Table 16
outlines the Naive w/ Answer prompts, Table 17
features the Self-CoT prompts, Table 19 exhibits
the Self-Consistency prompts, Table 20 reveals
the Complexity-CoT prompts, Table 21 shows the
PS-CoT prompts, Table 22 displays the Detective
Reasoning Prompt prompts, and



Task Requirements Cases

Question
Verification

Delete if answering the question
requires non-text information, like
audio or image.

Context: “Listen to the following music clip...”
Question: “What instrument is playing?”
Hint: “Consider the type of information required to answer the question.”
Answer: “Piano”

Delete if there is a substantial
amount of mathematical content.

Context: “Consider the mathematical proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem...”
Question: “Can you explain the proof?”
Hint: “Focus on the subject matter of the proof.”
Answer: “It’s a complex proof involving modular forms...”

Delete if there is no ample presence
of daily scenarios.

Context: “In a quantum physics experiment...”
Question: “What is the result?”
Hint: “Consider the context of the experiment.”
Answer: “A specific quantum state”

Delete if the answer is not correct.

Context: “The cat is on the roof”
Question: “Where is the cat?”
Hint: “Check the location mentioned in the context.”
Answer: “In the garden”

Delete if there is any discrimination
or bias concerning gender, race,
nation, or religion.

Context: “All people from X are lazy...”
Question: “What are people from X like?”
Hint: “Considering the description of X.”
Answer: “Lazy”

Question
Rewrite

Standardize the Expression.
Original: “⟨ /span ⟩ A family decides to move into the city and looks for a house. \n \n There are three ...”
Rewritten: “A family decides to move into the city and looks for a house. There are three ... ”

Rewrite a decent answer to the
question.

Original Answer: “This is a famous question, in my thought, the answer is ......”
Rewritten Answer: “The answer is ......”

Separate “Question” and “Context”.

Original:
Context and Question: “In 1862, during the American Civil War, the Battle

of Antietam took place near Sharpsburg, Maryland...
What was the significance of the Battle of Antietam?”

Separated:
Context: “In 1862, during the American Civil War, the Battle of Antietam

took place near Sharpsburg, Maryland...”
Question: “What was the significance of the Battle of Antietam?”

Write decent and confusing “Options”
of the question.

Context:
As the investigation unfolded, the police tape crisscrossed the snow-laden streets, casting eerie shadows under

the moonlit night. The neighborhood, usually quiet and reclusive...
Question:
Do you think this young man is guilty or not?
Answer:
The young man could not have seen the murderer’s detailed features due to the room’s conditions
Options:
A) The young man was telling the truth, and the blond boyfriend was the murderer.
B) The young man lied about the time of witnessing the murder to mislead the investigation.
C) The young man could not have seen the murderer’s detailed features due to the room’s conditions.
D) The victim had another visitor that night who was the real murderer

Clue Graph
Construction

Regenerate or rewrite if the “Key
Information of Context” cannot exact
match to the text in “Context”.

Original
Context: “On a snowy winter night ...”
Key Information: “On a blustery snowy winter night”
Rewritten
Key Information: “On a snowy winter night ...”

Regenerate or rewrite if the connection
or reasoning is redundant

Original
Reasoning Process: “Serene snowy setting + Murder at 68 King’s West Road around 8pm
→ Peaceful night disrupted by murder

Rewritten:
Reasoning Process: “Serene snowy setting + Murder at 68 King’s West Road around 8pm
→ Peaceful night disrupted by murder

Delete the question or rewrite it there
lack of important reasoning processes
or connections in Clue Graph.

-

Table 11: The examples in our annotation process



Type Example # %

How
“How was the murder weapon

1,647 41.9handled such that it was not
discovered at the scene?”

What
“What’s the house number

731 18.6
where Smith lives?”

Which
“Which building doesn’t have

498 12.7any graduatestudents living in
this dormitory building?”

Who
“Who is the murderer of the

459 11.7
painter?”

Why “Why did Harry suspect Filch?” 378 9.6
When “When is Teacher’s birthday?” 167 4.3

Where
“Where exactly does woman

121 3.1
come from?”

Other
“Please determine the respective

378 9.6professions of Faulkner, Santiago,
and Hemingway.”

All 3928 100

Table 12: All eight types of questions in DetectBench
and their frequency. Note that each question in Detect-
Bench may contain different types of questions.



Random Seed
torch.manual_seed torch.cuda.manual_seed_all numpy.random.seed random.seed torch.backends.cudnn.deterministirc

42 42 42 42 True
AutoCausalLM

temperature top_p top_k num_beams max_new_token
0.95 0.95 5 2 2000

Table 13: All the parameter setting in model inference in our experiments.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options
<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>
Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please summarize the key clues in this question
based on the Context, the options and choose the answer you think is correct. Note: When generating the
answer, please only output the serial number of the option.
### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!
### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!
### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!
Your output will contain the following: ### Evidence: Please output what you consider to be the Evidence
in the Context. Please note that the Evidence needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is a string
originally in the Context that can be matched directly to the original text by string matching. ### Answer:
please output only the serial numbers.
Please follow the format below for your output:
### Evidence: xxxxx
### Answer: 1/2/3/4

Table 14: Prompt of Naive method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Evidence !<INPUT 3>! – Options
<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>
Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please summarize the key clues in the question
based on the Context, the options, and the answer, and choose the answer you think is correct. Note:
When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Evidence:
!<INPUT 2>!

### Option:
!<INPUT 3>!
Your output will contain the following:
### Evidence: Please output what you consider to be the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the
Evidence needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is a string originally in the Context that can be
matched directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please follow the format below for your output:

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 15: Prompt of Naive w/ Evidence method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options
!<INPUT 3>! – Answer

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please summarize the key clues in the question
based on the Context, the options, and the answer, and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!

### Answer: !<INPUT 3>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Evidence: Please output what you consider to be the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the
Evidence needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is a string originally in the Context that can be
matched directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please follow the format below for your output:

### Evidence: xxxxx
### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 16: Prompt of Naive w/ Answer method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please generate your thought process step by step
based on the Context and the options and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Thought: please output your thinking process step by step.
### Evidence: Please output what you think is the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the Evidence
needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is a string originally in the Context that can be matched
directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please have your output follow the format below:

### Thought:
xxxxxx

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answers:
1/2/3/4

Table 17: Prompt of Self-CoT method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Demonstration
!<INPUT 1>! – Context
!<INPUT 2>! – Question
!<INPUT 3>! – Options

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

### Demonstration
!<INPUT 0>!

### Context:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 2>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 3>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Thought: please output your thinking process step by step.
### Evidence: Please output what you think is the Evidence in the topic. Please note that the Evidence
needs to be directly from the question, i.e. it is the original string in the question, which can be matched
directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: When generating answers, please output only the serial numbers of the options.

Please follow the format below for your output:

### Thought:
xxxxx

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 18: Prompt of Auto-CoT method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please generate your thought process step by step
based on the Context and the options and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Thought: please generate 5 completely different perspectives of your reflections based on the questions
and options.
### Summary: Please output a summary of all your thinking.
### Evidence: Please output what you think is the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the Evidence
needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is the original string in the Context, which can be matched
directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please have your output follow the format below:

### Thought:
1. xxxxxx
2. xxxxxx
3. xxxxxx
4. xxxxxx
5. xxxxxx

### Summarize:
xxxxxx

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answers:
1/2/3/4

Table 19: Prompt of Self Consistency method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options
!<INPUT 3>! – Longest Chain of Thought

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please generate your thought process step by step
based on the question and the options and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!

### Chain of thought:
!<INPUT 3>!

Your output will contain the following: ### Evidence: Please output what you consider to be the Evidence
in the topic. Please note that the Evidence needs to be directly from the topic, i.e. it is a string originally
in the topic that can be matched directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please follow the format below for your output:

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 20: Prompt of Complexity CoT method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please generate your thought process step by step
based on the Context and the options and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
!<INPUT 0>!

### Question:
!<INPUT 1>!

### Options:
!<INPUT 2>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Thought: Please start with a general plan of how you intend to deal with the problem, and then think
step-by-step about how to solve it based on your plan.
### Evidence: please output what you think is the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the Evidence
needs to be directly from the Context, i.e. it is the original string in the Context, which can be matched
directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: please output only the serial numbers.

Please have your output follow the format below:

### Thought:
xxxxxx

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 21: Prompt of Plan and Solve CoT method



# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-

Variables:
!<INPUT 0>! – Context
!<INPUT 1>! – Question
!<INPUT 2>! – Options

<commentblockmarker>###</commentblockmarker>

Below I will give you a detective reasoning question, please generate your thought process step by step
based on the Context and the options and choose the answer you think is correct.
Note: When generating the answer, please output only the serial number of the option.

### Context:
! <INPUT 0>!

### Question:
! <INPUT 1>!

### Options:
! <INPUT 2>!

Your output will contain the following:
### Clues: Feel free to summarize all possible clues in the Context
### Connection: Feel free to correlate the clues you summarized above and introduce new clues that may
exist.
### Thought: Feel free to reason and think deeply about the clues you have summarized in the two steps
above.
### Summarize: Summarize all the thinking from the perspective of solving the problem in the Context.
### Evidence: Please output what you think is the Evidence in the Context. Please note that the Evidence
needs to be the direct content of the Context, i.e. it is the original string in the Context, which can be
matched directly to the original text by string matching.
### Answer: Please output only the serial number.

Please have your output follow the format below:

### Clues:
xxxxxx

### Connection:
xxxxxx

### Thought:
xxxxxx

### Summarize:
xxxxxx

### Evidence:
xxxxx

### Answer:
1/2/3/4

Table 22: Prompt of Detective Reasoning method
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